
Council President Leon Baker opened the Public Hearing for public nuisance at 522 E. Bell 

Street at 7:15 on Tuesday, August 17, 2021. The following Council members were present: Avis 

Anderson, Doug Baker, Leon Baker, Rhett Coon, Mike Dryden, Betsey Hedrick, and Clyde 

Mitchell. Gerald Reichert was absent. Department heads present included: Kevin Dorwart and 

Frank Ceane. Jacquie Silbernagel, John Hickman, and Todd Opp were absent. Others present 

included: Hunter Herbaugh, Lee Driver, Jason Stuart, Tim Mattick, Michelle Mattick, Mark 

Nissley and Brant Gordon. 

County Sanitarian Brant Gordon provided a summary of communication regarding the public 

nuisance complaint at 522 East Bell Street between the sanitarian’s office and property owner 

Lee Driver. Letters were sent to Driver in 2014 and 2016 from the previous Sanitarian Kevin 

Pena stating they have received a complaint and requesting voluntary removal of the junk 

vehicles and trash. On May 11, 2021 Gordon sent a letter to Driver explaining the public 

nuisance petition stating the property is an eyesore and being used as a storage yard. He added 

the property is uninhabited and not kept up in any way. Another letter was sent to Driver on 

August 11, 2021 where Gordon had observed junk vehicles and equipment that had been 

removed but the property was still being used as a storage yard and is uninhabited and not kept 

up. Gordon then gave Driver a copy of the communication summary and asked Driver to further 

comment regarding the property.  

Lee Driver stated he plans on continuing to clean the property up. He has removed the junk 

vehicles, kept the lawn mowed and trimmed. Driver has been attempting to remove items but it is 

difficult without a guideline of where to start. He has painted and trimmed trees and bushes 

around the property. There are timbers at the property he is planning on using to add an addition 

on to the house. He acknowledged there is still more to be done and has no plans on stopping his 

progress. Driver’s intention is to eventually turn it into a rental property. Dryden asked if the 

property was uninhabited. Driver said it is, but if that is the issue, he can offer someone to live 

there rent free. Dryden asked how long he has been working on these improvements. Driver 

stated most action has been recent. He explained the time gap and stated that Pena had told him 

about the concerns and as long as it was neat and clean there is no issue. There was no further 

discussion that the property was in an unacceptable condition that required more attention until 

recently and he began working on cleaning it up.  

Gordon stated he would like to move on to the next property at this time. Leon Baker continued 

proceeding with the current public hearing being held.  

Leon Baker asked if anyone would like to speak against the property of 522 East Bell Street and 

no one came forward.  

Leon Baker asked if anyone would like to speak in favor the property of 522 East Bell Street and 

no one came forward.  



Mitchell asked if Driver is able to provide a timeframe to let them know when it could be 

cleaned up, as that is the concern with the people that brought it to the council’s attention. Driver 

stated his progress has been slower the past couple months due to the heat. Mitchell said they 

aren’t saying it needs to be cleaned up by the end of the month or year but if it could be 

completed by April that would be good. Driver didn’t feel like that would be a problem 

completing it by that time. He added he has been working on it and will continue to do so. His 

main priority has been keeping the lawn and weeds under control to prevent any fire danger.  

Dryden stated that he wanted to be on the same page between Driver and Gordon on what 

cleaned up means in terms of satisfying the requirement. He doesn’t want to have to address this 

again in six months due to lack of communication. Driver stated that is a good idea and 

appreciates the guideline.  

Gordon stated his concern regarding fire safety and the combustible material on the property 

with the timber stored in the back. With the property being unoccupied there is nobody there to 

oversee it. He added if it does catch fire, it would go fast and potentially affect the neighbors. 

Gordon said the house is also deteriorating over time and the roof is not maintained.  Driver had 

a problem with the roof and has fixed that. He plans on attending to the rest of it but was taking 

care of the most important problems first. The timbers are centrally located in the backyard and 

he added a metal fence could be put around them if that is a concern.  

Hedrick asked Gordon if he has pointed out to Driver exactly which items in the ordinance he is 

in violation of. Gordon said other than the fire concerns he didn’t see any safety concerns but 

that it is an eyesore. Hedrick mentioned that one of the elements that violates the ordinance is if 

the house is not occupied. Driver stated there are quite a few vacant houses around Glendive. At 

this time Gordon passed out copies of the ordinance. Hedrick read the nuisance defined as 

“Anything which is injurious to health, or is indecent or offensive to the senses, or is an 

obstruction to the free use of another's property, so as to interfere with the comfortable 

enjoyment of life or property of another; or including, but not limited to, placement and/or 

maintenance of any motor vehicle, motorcycle, trailer, camp trailer or mobile home on any 

property in the city in violation of any zoning regulation or other city ordinance; or any 

residential structure (including all appurtenant structures) to remain vacant for more than one 

year where its condition constitutes a hazard or its appearance is a blight to the community or 

where the property is maintained so as to obstruct the free passage or use, in the customary 

manner, of any navigable lake, or river, bay, stream, canal, or basin, is a defined nuisance.” 

Hedrick added if we use the wording and let the people know exactly where they are in violation 

it might help them resolve the issue.  

Anderson asked if Driver had any possibilities of renting lined up. Driver said no, but that isn’t 

really the issue and could be fixed by running an ad in the paper. Anderson asked if there have 

been any problems for the neighbors with mice and snakes that often happens with piles of 



lumber. Due to the number of stray cats, Driver hasn’t noticed that being a problem. Dryden 

asked when the last time the property was inhabited and Driver replied a couple of years ago.  

Dryden would like to see a timeline and appreciates that Driver is willing to do what is asked. He 

added that the council and sanitarian need to be more specific in what is being asked of the 

property owner. Dryden stated we need to have a checklist to determine that progress is being 

made. Baker said that the committee has enough information and that this will be going back to 

committee on August 25, 2021 at 4:00pm. Baker asked both Gordon and Driver if they would be 

able to attend that meeting for further discussion. Driver said he would be able to make it. 

Gordon said that is his birthday and he will be able to make it if his wife doesn’t have other 

dinner plans.  

Leon Baker asked if any of the City Council members had any additional comments or questions. 

With no further comments, the public hearing was closed at 7:37 pm.  

Dated this 17th day of August, 2021. 

Approved the 7th day of September, 2021. 
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       Leon Baker, Council President 

________________________________ 

Jessica Ayre, Administrative Clerk 

 


